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ABSTRACT
The post-transductional elaboration of sensory input at the frog semicircular canal has been studied by correlating the effects of drugs that interfere with phosphorylation processes on: (i) potassium conductances in isolated hair cell and (ii) transmitter release at the cytoneural junction in the intact labyrinth. At hair cells, delayed potassium currents (IKD) undergo voltage-and time-dependent inactivation; inactivation removal requires ATP, is sensitive to kinase blockade, but is unaffected by exogenous application of cyclic nucleotides. We report here that forskolin, an activator of endogenous adenylyl cyclase, enhances IKD inactivation removal in isolated hair cells, but produces an overall decrease in IKD amplitude consistent with the direct blocking action of the drug on several families of K channels. In the intact labyrinth, forskolin enhances transmitter release, consistent with such depression of K conductances. Kinase blockers -H89 and KT5823 -have been shown to reduce IKD inactivation removal and IKD amplitude at isolated hair cells. In the labyrinth, the effects of these drugs on junctional activity are quite variable, with predominant inhibition of transmitter release, rather than the enhancement expected from the impairment of K currents. The overall action of forskolin and kinase inhibitors on K conductances is similar (depression), but they have opposite effects on transmitter release: this indicates that some intermediate steps between the bioelectric control of hair cell membrane potential and transmitter release are affected in opposite ways and therefore are presumably regulated by protein phosphorylation.
INTRODUCTION
Synaptic activity at the cytoneural junction of the frog semicircular canal is governed by the electrical activity at the hair cell, which is dynamically influenced by the receptor current (activated by stereocilia displacement) and basolateral currents (mainly potassium and calcium currents).
The bioelectric properties of hair cells have been studied in a number of preparations from different species. They display a remarkable variability among species and among hair cell subtypes in the same species, in terms of degree of expression of the various conductances, voltage-and time-dependence of channel kinetics and sensitivity to drugs (Fuchs and Evans, 1990; Kros and Crawford, 1990; Martini et al., 2009a; Meredith and Rennie, 2016) . Regarding frog semicircular canals, a thorough and systematic characterization of each expressed conductance has been carried out in our laboratory. Furthermore, the bioelectric properties of hair cells and their sensitivity to experimental manipulations, studied by patchclamping isolated hair cells from frog semicircular canals, have been correlated with the analysis of transmitter release and spike generation at the cytoneural junction of the posterior semicircular canal in the intact frog labyrinth. A number of specific observations were made in the past and some of them will be highlighted to provide the conceptual framework for the work presented here.
Hair cells isolated from frog semicircular canals display a voltage-dependent calcium current, ICa, and three K currents: a fast inactivating, transient IA and a delayed K current complex, IKD, that is comprised of a Ca-dependent IKCa and a purely voltage-dependent IKV. The IKD current displays slow depolarization-induced inactivation and biphasic removal of inactivation by hyperpolarization (Martini et al., 2009a) .
This process participates in defining the balance between the depolarizing receptor current and the repolarizing basolateral K currents, which is expected to control the dynamics of membrane potential and consequently transmitter release at the cytoneural junction.
In a previous study, direct application of cyclic nucleotides or synthetic analogues was shown to be unable to enhance the process of inactivation removal (Martini et al., 2013) . This might be due to the reported compartmentalisation of second messenger signalling pathways (McCormick and Baillie, 2014; Brescia and Zaccolo, 2016) . In fact, cyclic nucleotides seem to be produced at specific localizations, close to their target, and their diffusion appears to be restricted, so that their levels are spatially heterogeneous in the cell. As a result, responses to exogenous cyclic nucleotides do not mimic endogenous production (Rich et al, 2000) . The production of cAMP at specific sites may thus be needed to maintain kinases active and keep the channel phosphorylated.
Thus, we explored here the effects of forskolin, which is presumed to provide a continuous source of cAMP exactly where it is supposed to be physiologically produced and maintain a significant level of PKA activation at appropriate sites. We actually observed a direct effect of the drug, a voltageindependent block of K channels, that is consistent with similar effects reported for forskolin on other K channels in various preparations (Coombs and Thompson, 1987; Zünkler et al., 1988; Garber et al., 1990; Herness et al., 1997; Angel-Chavez et al., 2015) . In addition to this, however, a specific enhancement of IKD inactivation removal was detected, as would be expected upon phosphorylation of the channel.
Since forskolin and kinase inhibitors markedly modulate IKD currents in isolated hair cells, we turned to the intact labyrinth to examine the effects of the same drugs on cytoneural activity. In particular, mEPSP size and frequency, as well as the corresponding spike rate, were analysed by recording intracellularly the afferent activity, at rest and during rotation, from single fibres of the posterior canal in the isolated and intact frog labyrinth, before and after the application of forskolin, H-89 or KT5823 to the bathing solution.
The underlying assumption was that the sensory discharge in the intact preparation should be determined by hair cell membrane potential, which depends on the opposing actions of the transduction current and the basolateral repolarizing K-currents, the latter displaying complex sensitivity to the drugs used in this study. The results reported here suggest that the effects on the cytoneural activity of drugs that interfere with phosphorylation cannot be predicted from their actions on the sole bioelectric properties of the isolated hair cell, because further steps in the transmitter release process presumably are also sensitive to phosphorylation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experimental treatments.
Our procedures followed the Principles of Laboratory Animal Care (86/609/EEC Directive of 1986), and were approved by the Italian Ministry of Health as well as by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Ferrara. The experiments were performed at room temperature (20-22°C) on frogs (Rana esculenta, 25-30 g body weight) purchased from authorized dealers. Animals were of the same geographical origin (Albania), and the experiments were preferably carried out in spring to minimize seasonally related variability. About one hundred frogs have been utilized in our experiments.
The frogs were anaesthetized in tricaine methane sulphonate solution (1g/l in tap water) and subsequently decapitated.
PATCH CLAMP EXPERIMENTS
The composition of the solution employed in the present experiments to record K or Ca currents, the procedures to dissect the two labyrinths and isolate the hair cells, as well as the recording techniques, have been reported in previous papers (Martini et al., 2000; 2009a; 2009b; 2013; .
The patch pipette solution always contained 8-10 mM ATP to avoid K current rundown during longlasting recordings. Cadmium chloride (200 µM) was used as a blocker of voltage-dependent calcium channels. It was applied by rapidly changing (typically < 50 ms) the external solution through the computer-controlled horizontal shift of a multibarrelled perfusion pipette positioned in front of the recorded cell. Forskolin was dissolved in DMSO; the resulting 5 mM stock solution was diluted to the desired final concentrations (10-50 µM) in standard perfusion medium shortly before use.
The drug was applied either by this same system or through a slow, gravity-driven, perfusion system.
INTRACELLULAR RECORDINGS IN THE INTACT LABYRINTH
The procedures to dissect the frog labyrinth, the composition of the extracellular solution, and the recording and stimulating techniques have been described in previous papers (Lelli et al., 2003; Martini et al., 2015; Rossi et al., 1994; .
The afferent discharge recorded from single fibres of the posterior nerve was examined both in terms of spike frequency and of frequency and waveform of miniature excitatory postsynaptic potentials (mEPSPs).
After the first 10 sec of recording, the preparation was subjected to sinusoidal rotation at 0.1 Hz, 12.5 deg/s 2 maximal acceleration, on the plane of the posterior canal. The resting and mechanically evoked sensory discharge was recorded in control conditions (1 min total recording). Then the liquid in the chamber was removed and the test solution was gently infused with a syringe, while maintaining the recording from the selected fibre. Forskolin, H-89 (N-[2-(p-Bromocinnamylamino)ethyl]-5-isoquinolinesulphonamide) and KT5823 (2,3,10,11,12hexahydro-10R-methoxy-2,9-dimethyl-1-oxo-9S,12R-epoxy-1H diindolo [1,2,3fg:39,29,19-kl] pyrrolo [3,4-i] [1,6]benzodiazocine-10-carboxylic acid, methyl ester) were dissolved in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) to obtain stock solutions of 12, 20 and 1 mM, respectively, and diluted in the perfusion medium at the desired final concentrations (100, 85, 15 µM, respectively) shortly before use. All drugs were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).
The rest + stimulation protocol was repeated in the presence of the test solution, 4-5 times at 2 min intervals. This experimental protocol was also repeated in control Ringer solution to verify the possible onset of synaptic fatigue (19 afferent fibres).
QUANTAL ANALYSIS
Quantal rates and sizes were analysed using a previously established method (Rossi et al., 2010) . In this preparation, the general form of the elementary events (mEPSPs) is well represented by an analytical gamma distribution function of time:
The parameters of this function are the amplitude factor, h (mV), the mEPSP decay rate constant, β (s -1 ), and a numeric coefficient, γ, that defines the general shape of the waveform (γ = 0 yields a single exponential, γ = 1 yields an initial 1st order rise, and so on; for γ > 10 a Gaussian curve is approached); Γ indicates
Euler's gamma function.
After locating and digitally removing spikes from the recording, the parameters of the mEPSP waveform were estimated by autoregressive fit on the autocorrelation of synaptic recordings; a Wiener filter was built from such waveform and applied to the spike-free recording, to transform it into a sequence of spiky events, which were automatically counted. For mEPSP frequencies above 200-300/s, Wiener filtering alone was insufficient to accurately measure mEPSP rate of occurrence. A further step was therefore introduced (Rossi et al., 2010) : a recursive least-squares optimization routine to fit the time of occurrence and waveform of each event (as detected by the Wiener filter), delete events with particularly small amplitude and identify possibly missed events.
A further refinement was introduced here: whenever the rank of the matrix of the waveforms of all fitted events was smaller than their number (or events with peak amplitudes <0.1 mV were proposed by the fitting procedure), the covariance matrix was computed and the events that most contributed to the least-amplitude eigenvalue(s) of the covariance were dropped. This significantly reduced the occurrence of below-threshold events and improved the efficiency in detecting possibly missed events.
The rate of occurrence of mEPSPs as a function of time was obtained from the sequence of time intervals between successive events. By this approach high event rates, up to 800/s, could be reliably measured, even though the individual events might display high variability in amplitude and waveform.
The above-mentioned subtraction of each spike left a 3-ms blank period in the recording, so that events occurring during such period (and those that summed up to trigger the spike) were missed. We previously showed that this would lead to an underestimate of mEPSP rates during particularly intense junctional activity: based on the mEPSP rates that were measured at times immediately preceding or following the spikes, the deletion of each spike appears to cancel 4-6 mEPSPs. Therefore, mEPSP counts were corrected by adding 5 mEPSPs in the 3-ms interval corresponding to each subtracted spike. The appropriateness of this correction was previously verified by comparing mEPSP counts obtained in the same preparation in the presence of spikes or after applying tricaine to block their occurrence (Rossi et al., 2010) .
For each recording, the overall time courses of mEPSP and spike rates of occurrence were displayed; the number of events occurring during the resting phase, the excitatory and the inhibitory hemicycles were reported; furthermore, the stimulation cycle was divided into 30° sections and the mEPSP and spike rates during each section were averaged over the 5 cycles of stimulation to obtain a stimulusresponse curve during a full rotation. The size distribution of mEPSP was analysed in a similar way:
histograms were produced for the resting period, the excitatory and inhibitory hemicycle (for each cycle or overall), and each 30°-section of a cycle, to detect whether mEPSP size changed during time, or in the successive cycles of stimulation, or during each single cycle.
All routines for quantal analysis were developed in Matlab software environment (Version 10a, The
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The figures were prepared using a commercial plotting program (Version 11.0, Sigmaplot, Jandel Scientific, San Rafael, CA, USA).
DATA ANALYSIS
Data are reported as means ± SE, unless otherwise specified. Parameters with a continuous, not normal distribution, were compared using Kolmogorov-Smirnov's test. Normally distributed parameters, measured before or after treatment in the same preparation, were compared by Student's two-tailed paired t-test. Normality was always checked before applying the t-test, using Kolmogorov-Smirnov's goodness of fit test. In examining the decrease in current produced by forskolin, the fractional decreases observed at three values of command potentials (0, +20, +40 mV) in the four cells tested were pooled together to test for normality of the distribution. Differences were considered significant for probability values P ≤ 0.05.
The analytical fit to mEPSP waveform in control and under the effect of 10 µM forskolin was performed for each impaled fibre by using the method previously described in Rossi et al., 1994 .
RESULTS
FORSKOLIN ON IKD
The compound delayed K current Figure 1 shows IKD, as evoked by steps from a holding level of -40 mV (IA fully inactivated) to command voltages ranging from 0 mV to +40 mV; data are from two cells in control solution (panels A,C) or eight minutes after the application of 10 or 50 M forskolin (panels B, D). After 8-10 min in forskolin, the mean amplitude of the IKD current evoked at +40 mV had decreased by 65% (10 µM) or 80% (50 µM).
The delayed potassium current complex, IKD, cannot be recorded in perfect isolation, because depolarization also activates ICa. Since IKD contains a voltage-dependent component that is also Cadependent, IKCa, the calcium current cannot be abolished. Quantitative analyses and comparisons of IKD can be performed on currents measured at +40 mV command potentials, because at such membrane potential calcium current contribution is negligible (Martini et al., 2000; , but still intracellular Ca 2+ levels are high enough to permit full activation of IKCa (Martini et al., 2009a) .
In order to investigate the effect of forskolin on IKD, cells were subjected to a voltage step from -40 mV (a potential at which IKD activation is negligible) to +40 mV (a potential at which IKD is fully developed and almost free of contamination by ICa). The amplitude of the response was very variable among cells in control conditions (195 to 1300 pA, mean±SD = 635±419 pA, n=21). Thus, all effects of forskolin were examined by considering percent changes in the same cell before and 8-10 min after the application of the drug. In 10 µM forskolin, the mean size of the IKD current evoked at +40 mV decreased by 63.0±3.3% (t(5) = -18.90, P≤10 -5 ); in 50 µM forskolin the decrease was by 80.6±3.0%
(t(3) = -26.90, P≤2x10 -4 ). This corresponded to an average conductance decrease by 2.7 nS, from 4.1 in control to 1.4 nS in 10 µM forskolin, or by 5.6 nS, from 6.9 to 1.3 nS in 50 µM forskolin.
The I-V relation and the effect of 10 µM forskolin at various command voltages was examined in 4 cells, and the same analysis was performed on other 4 cells in 50 µM forskolin. Each cell was subjected to three voltage command steps (from the holding potential at -40 mV) to +0, +20 and +40 mV, and the same procedure was repeated after application of forskolin. Due to the high variability of K conductances in cells, all measurements in forskolin were normalized, for each cell and each value of command potential, to the amplitude of IKD evoked by the same step in control conditions. In 10 µM These data are illustrated in Fig. 2A , after normalization of all measurements from each cell to the IKD amplitude in response to the step to +40 mV in control conditions, for graphical consistency. In 50 µM forskolin, IKD was reduced by 85.7±2.0%, 87.4±2.1% and 80.6±3.0%, respectively, at +0, +20 and +40 mV (t(3)=44.4, P≤5x10 -5 at +0 mv; t(3)=37.6, P≤5x10 -5 at + 20 mV; t(3)=26.9, P≤2x10 -4 at +40 mV). These data are illustrated in Fig. 2B , after normalization of all measurements from each cell to the IKD amplitude in response to the step to +40 mV in control conditions. Based on these data, the fractional block produced by forskolin seems to be quite independent of voltage. However, the precise relation between forskolin block and command voltage was not investigated in further detail because at potentials lower than +40 mV some ICa is present and, although its amplitude is quite small, it contaminates the measurements of IKD.
When the hair cells are maintained at -40 mV, a remarkable degree of steady inactivation of IKD conductance is present (Martini et al., 2009a) ; in the cells on which the I-V relation was examined, each command step was repeated, after 30 s, preceded by a 1-sec pre-pulse at -100 mV, which was shown to be sufficient to remove most of this basal inactivation (Martini et al., 2009a) . The inactivation removal coefficient (IRC) was computed as the amplitude ratio between current amplitude after and before the administration of the preconditioning pulse at -100 mV.
Figure 3 displays the IRC values measured in the same set of experiments: it is clearly seen that the IRC is significantly higher for all command voltages (0 to +40 mV) in 10 µM forskolin (t(3)= 3.4, 3.2, 3.2, respectively, P≤0.05), and the effect is markedly increased in 50 µM forskolin.
These data can be summarized by the following statement: forskolin appears to markedly inhibit IKD while at the same time enhancing the process of inactivation removal.
None of these effects could be attributed to simple time-dependence of IKD or run-down phenomena, as no time-dependent decrease in IKD was observed in control conditions, either in the past (Martini et al., 2013) or during these sets of experiments (not shown). The time course of forskolin effect was also consistent with a drug-induced effect rather than a spontaneous degradation of the preparation: both the decrease in IKD amplitude and the increase in the IRC ensued between 2-4 min after application of We previously reported that the calcium current was unaffected by cyclic nucleotides in our preparation 2013) ; here, we checked whether the concentration of forskolin we planned to use (10 µM) had any effect on the isolated ICa. We performed recordings at various potentials in 7 hair cells, before and eight minutes after application of 10 M forskolin and compared the resulting I-V curves. No significant differences were observed (data not shown).
In order to determine to what extent the two components of IKD, that is IKCa and IKV, are affected by forskolin, the following protocol was applied: after obtaining a recording of IKD in control conditions, 200 µM cadmium was applied to cancel the IKCa and isolate the IKV component; IKCa was estimated as the difference current and the control solution was reapplied to verify that cadmium treatment was fully reversible and no time-dependent run-down of IKD had occurred. The same series of measurements were then performed in the presence of forskolin (8 min after the application).
In In conclusion, it appears that forskolin displays an overall inhibitory action on IKD (and in particular on the IKCa component) but it simultaneously enhances K-channel inactivation removal. The former action probably is independent of any phosphorylation and is reminiscent of the direct blocking action of forskolin on K channels that has been described in various preparations (see Discussion). The latter effect is instead presumably mediated by phosphorylation of the channel, consistent with the fact that this process requires ATP and is inhibited by kinase blockers (Martini et al., 2013) .
INTRACELLULAR RECORDINGS
An example of intracellular recording at rest in control solution is shown in Fig. 7A; at all, lower (-2.0% for mEPSP rates; -15.0% for the corresponding spikes) than before the first iteration. mEPSP and spike rates during the first 10 s of the last stimulation were, respectively, 1.6%
higher and 15.0% lower than during the first 10 s of the first stimulation. Considering three full cycles of stimulation (30 s), the evoked sensory discharge frequency during the last iteration was comparable
to that recorded at the first iteration: mEPSP frequency increased by 5.0% while spike frequency decreased by 25.0%. None of these differences was statistically significant. 
THE EFFECTS OF FORSKOLIN ON TRANSMITTER RELEASE
In turning to the intact preparation, we expected that higher drug concentrations would have to be used.
We initially tested two concentrations of forskolin, 50 and 100 µM.
Panels A and B in Fig. 9 show a portion of the recording from a stimulated fibre in control, and after the application of 50 µM forskolin. Each afferent fibre collects the input of a variable number of hair cells and is therefore often referred to as "unit". Note the increase in mEPSP and spike frequency. The mean resting discharge of 6 fibres was evaluated in control and after the application of 50 M forskolin. The mean mEPSP discharge was 254.0±28.7 (versus 195.0±36.7 in control; n=6); this increase, however, was not significant. Similarly, no relevant changes were observed in the discharge evoked by mechanical stimulation, except possibly for the mEPSP response during 1 cycle sinusoidal rotation. The measurements in 50 µM forskolin are summarized in Table 1 . Panels C and D illustrate, for a different posterior canal unit, the control recording and the effect of 100 M forskolin on the resting and evoked sensory discharge. Panels E and F illustrate the resting discharge in control and after forskolin application, in the same fibre, on a faster time scale. It clearly appears that 100 M forskolin produces a much more consistent increase in transmitter release at the cytoneural junction, resulting in a marked increase in mEPSP and spike rates (see Table 2 for quantitative data). Given the inconsistency of the results obtained with 50 µM forskolin, all subsequent experiments were performed using 100 µM forskolin.
The effect of 100 µM forskolin arose soon and persisted for a relative long time (8-10 min). During this period the same stimulation protocol was repeated several times at fixed intervals of 2 min.
The parameters of the resting and evoked sensory discharge (0.1 Hz rotatory stimulation, peak acceleration 12.5 deg/s 2 ) are presented in Table 2 for mEPSPs and Table 3 for spikes. As reported in the three tables, forskolin effects were reversible upon returning to the control solution.
The same analysis as in control was applied to mEPSP amplitudes in preparations treated with forskolin, and no significant changes were observed either in peak amplitude or in waveform parameters, either with respect to the initial control recording or among the repeated stimulation protocols in forskolin. Average mEPSP peak amplitudes before and after forskolin application were evaluated for a large number of events. mEPSP peak size resulted 0.67± 0.007 in control vs 0.72±0.11 mV in 10  forskolin (n= 20,123 and 27,022, respectively) during the resting discharge. Similar 16 numbers were obtained during the excitatory hemicycle: 0.73 ± 0.08 in control vs 0.69±0.11 mV in 10  forskolin (n=14,370 and 7,397, respectively); and during the inhibitory hemicycle: 0.66±0.07 in control vs. 0.66± 0.10 mV in 10  forskolin (n=13,505 and 14,149, respectively).
It clearly appears that forskolin does not produce any differences in mEPSP peak amplitude.
The parameters of mEPSP waveform were measured for each unit in control and in the presence of 100 µM forskolin. This analysis could only be performed in fibres displaying low resting activity and in which very good impalements could be maintained. An example of such procedure is illustrated in Fig.   10 . In this figure the averaged waveforms of single events and the corresponding fits by gamma distribution functions are displayed (continuous and dotted lines, respectively). Panel A shows the averaged mEPSP in control solution (n=40); panel B shows the averaged event in 100 µM forskolin (n=52). In this unit, the parameters of the gamma function were nearly identical under the two conditions: γ=1.73±0.08, β=1.68±0.06 kHz; time to peak = 1.02±0.01 ms, peak value= 1.13 mV in control, versus γ= 1.78, β= 2.01 kHz, time to peak, 0.88±0.012 msec, peak value= 1.28±0.048 mV in 100 M forskolin.
THE EFFECTS OF KINASE INHIBITORS ON TRANSMITTER RELEASE
As mentioned in the Introduction, IKD amplitude and inactivation kinetics are drastically modulated by kinase inhibitors such as H-89 and KT5823, presumably due to interference with protein phosphorylation. This produces an overall decrease in IKD amplitude and would be expected to enhance transmitter release at the cytoneural junction. We tested these drugs on the afferent activity, by repeating the experimental protocol applied in the experiments with forskolin, to see whether such reduction in IKD actually affected the sensory discharge.
Regarding the effect of the PKA inhibitor, H-89 (85 µM), all units displayed changes in mEPSP discharge parameters, which were reversed by returning to the control solution. However, whereas 4 out of the 11 units examined displayed an increase in mEPSP discharge parameters, in the other 7 a decrease was observed. The magnitude of the variations (absolute value of the changes) was 275±49.7 mEPSPs/s in spontaneous activity and 151±35.6 mEPSPs/s in the mechanically evoked discharge.
Although the significance of these changes could not be checked, because the absolute differences were not normally distributed, their magnitude and reversibility strongly suggest that the drug was not deprived of effect. Rather, it appears that two opposite effects (presumably on two distinct steps of the sequence: transduction -excitation -junctional transmission) may be competing and either one may prevail in each unit (see Discussion).
In the 4 "facilitated" units, the decrease in resting activity was not marked; conversely, a trend toward an increase was observed for the number of mEPSPs discharged in the excitatory hemicycle (+5.4±0.70), the number of mEPSPs during the first stimulation cycle (+9.2±2.4%) and the number of mEPSPs during all the three stimulation cycles (+10.6±2.0%). Evaluation of the statistical significance of these differences was obviously unwarranted, because these units were selected as seemingly facilitated. Spike frequency did not display any consistent trend.
In the 7 "inhibited" units, the parameters changed slowly and kept decreasing during the 6-min observation period after the application of the drug. Spontaneous activity and the number of mEPSPs decreased in all situations: -30.1±10.2% during the first excitatory hemicycle; -25.8±9.2% during the first inhibitory hemicycle; -32.0±10.1% during the whole first cycle; and -30.1±10.2% during 3 rotation cycles; in this case as well the evaluation of the statistical significance of the change was unwarranted (see above). Figure 11 illustrates the reduction in mEPSP and spike frequency in a typical unit in control and in the presence of 85 µM H-89.
Once more, the analysis of mEPSP amplitudes showed insensitivity to the drug and consistency of the amplitudes and waveform parameters with time. Spike frequency did not display any consistent trend, except for a decrease in the total number of spikes fired during the whole 3-cycle stimulation (79.4±10.9%).
The slow time course of the changes observed in 85 M H-89 was in agreement with the previously described time course of the decrease in IKD current amplitude (Martini et al., 2013) , suggesting that both reflect the time course of H-89 kinase block onset. However, even if the hair cell is less able to repolarize, as expected from a reduction in IKD amplitude, this does not turn into a reproducible increase in synaptic activity. Since H-89 does not modify the calcium current in the isolated hair cells (Martini et al., 2013) , it likely interacts with other mechanisms that normally operate in vestibular hair cells to sustain transmitter release (see Discussion).
Similar results were obtained with 15 µM KT5823. An increase in mEPSP and spike frequency was observed in 4 out of the 11 fibres examined. However, the increases at rest (10.3 ± 5.6%) or during the excitatory (10.2 ± 3.3%) or inhibitory hemicycle (30.0 ± 10.3%) were not consistent. Spike rates did not increase. In the other 7 units, KT5823 produced an inhibitory effect on mEPSP and spike discharge parameters: a decrease was observed in resting mEPSP discharge (-22.0 ± 3.9%) and during the excitatory (-17.5 ± 3.3%) and inhibitory hemicycles (-21.1 ± 3.7 %). Spike numbers were also depressed, at rest (-73.3 ± 9.3 %), as well as during the stimulation, for the first cycle (-70.7 ± 10.5 %)
or for the first excitatory (-71.9 ± 8.7 %) or inhibitory hemicycles (-61.1 ± 22.3 %). These numbers indicate remarkable consistency in the inhibitory effect. The significance of these comparisons cannot be evaluated because these units constitute a sub-population, selected because of the presence of an inhibitory effect. However, the magnitude of these changes strongly indicates that the drug is not devoid of effect, although it is not systematically present.
All effects KT5823 were reversible upon returning to the control solution. This confirms that the observed enhancing or inhibitory effects on junctional activity were not due to mere stochastic variability in the measurements.
Since these observations point to the possible existence of two distinct populations of afferent units, we checked whether the units that were facilitated or inhibited by the kinase blockers clustered separately with respect to other parameters of mEPSP discharge. However the change in resting activity produced by kinase inhibitors (either increase or decrease) did not show any correlation with either control spontaneous activity or responsiveness to mechanical stimulation.
DISCUSSION
Forskolin is a well-known activator of adenylyl cyclase and may modulate a cohort of cellular processes by enhancing phosphorylation of substrates by protein kinase A (PKA). Ricci et al. (1991) suggested that cAMP might be involved in the positive modulation of the spontaneous activity of the afferent fibres produced by forskolin in frog labyrinth.They also observed a decrease in transepithelial potential across the sensory epithelium. Those measurements were obtained with a different technique (extracellular, mass recordings) however, the transepithelial potential mirrors the difference between the membrane potentials at the apical and basolateral sides of the hair cell, and it is expected to decrease if K conductances are impaired (and polarization reduced) at the basolateral pole, as our results imply to be the case. Ricci and Fettiplace (1997) demonstrated that an elevation of the concentration of cAMP of the hair cell bundle modulate the position of the activation of the transducer current in turtle auditory hair cells;
however, the effects of forskolin on the bioelectric properties of the isolated hair cell, here reported, cannot be unequivocally attributed to elevation of cAMP and activation of phosphorylation processes and point to some direct effect of the drug.
Recent literature data indicate that the mechano-transduction channel in hair cells is a complex molecular machine. Four proteins (TMHS/LHFPL5, TMIE, TMC1, and TMC2) have been linked to other mechanical transduction channels, but their possible contribution to the channel pore still has to be determined. Current evidence suggests that the channel complex may contain additional
components, yet to be identified (Wu and Müller, 2016) . TRP channels as well as accessory proteins might be targets of phosphorylation, but whether this might be a target of forskolin effect could not be investigated in our experiments, because the operation of transduction channels cannot be monitored in isolated hair cells.
As mentioned above, the inhibitory action of forskolin on IKD cannot be attributed with any certainty to interference with cAMP and/or phosphorylation. Many literature data indicate that forskolin may not only modulate the activity of voltage-gated K channels (i.e. Kv channels) through PKA-dependent phosphorylation (Levin et al., 1995; Moreno et al., 1995; Chung and Schlichter, 1997) , but also inhibit potassium currents in a cAMP-independent manner in several preparations. In a pheochromocytoma cell line (PC12), Hoshi et al., (1988) reported a blocking action of forskolin through direct effect on the gating of a single class of voltage-dependent potassium channels. This alteration occurred in isolated cell-free patches independent of soluble cytoplasmic enzymes, the forskolin effect differed from other agents that raise intracellular cAMP levels and was mimicked by the 1,9-dideoxy derivative of forskolin, which is unable to activate the cyclase. Garber and colleagues (1990) studied the biophysical mechanism of forskolin action in PC12 cells: forskolin did not alter the voltage-dependence of activation of these K channels; it appeared to block the open channels and favour channel closure. Zünkler and colleagues (1988) showed that forskolin directly blocked the delayed rectifier K channels in pancreatic -cells (insensitive to cAMP); consistently, neither membrane permeant cAMP analogues nor phosphodiesterase inhibitors influenced the delayed outward current. Krause and colleagues (1988) similarly demonstrated (with the same drugs and similar protocols) that the voltage-gated K channel of human T cells was directly blocked by forskolin. In taste receptor cells, low forskolin concentrations 20 were shown to reduce the K current in a phosphorylation-dependent manner, but higher forskolin concentrations directly blocked the K channels (Herness et al., 1997) . In SCG neurons in culture, forskolin and its derivative 1,9-dideoxy-forskolin were recently shown to directly and reversibly suppress the delayed rectifier K current (IKV) (Angel-Chavez et al., 2015) .
Our observation that 50 µM forskolin can block also the IA current is consistent with the direct blocking effect of forskolin on IA demonstrated by Coombs and Thompson (1987) in nudibranch neurons. Thus, forskolin possesses a widespread action on various families of K channels.
Consistent with the above, we observed a marked concentration-dependent, apparently voltageindependent, decrease in IKD amplitude in the presence of forskolin, which is therefore likely to be due to a direct action of the drug on the channel.
Independent of proper block of the channel, IKD amplitude can be markedly modified by a process of channel inactivation, which is present at normal membrane potentials (positive to -100 mV); inactivation can be removed by short sojourns at -100 mV. Aside from the overall inhibition of IKD, a clear-cut enhancement of the inactivation removal process was observed in the presence of forskolin. This is consistent with the opposed action of kinase blockers such as H-89 and KT5823 (with 8 mM ATP in the patch pipette) and with the marked run-down of IKD that was observed in control preparations following intracellular ATP deprivation (Martini et al., 2013) . A direct involvement of cAMP or cGMP in this phenomenon remains uncertain, as IKD current amplitude and inactivation mechanism were not modified by inhibitors of cAMP and cGMP phosphodiesterases, by a cellpermeable cAMP-analogue activator of PKA, or by a membrane permeant activator of cGMPdependent PKA and cGMP-gated ion channels (Martini et al., 2013) . The Ca current recorded in isolation also is insensitive to cAMP and cGTP .
The requirement for ATP and the action of kinase blockers (which suggest such a role for phosphorylation) are difficult to reconcile with the observed lack of effect of cyclic nucleotides and PDE blockers. However, the idea that cAMP signalling must be compartmentalised arose in the early 1980s and has been gaining increasing popularity and relevance since (see McCormick and Baillie, 2014; Brescia and Zaccolo, 2016 for reviews). In particular, cyclic nucleotides have been reported to be produced at specific localizations, close to their target, and their diffusion appears to be restricted (Rich et al., 2000) . Therefore, the responses of the cell to exogenous cyclic nucleotides or inhibition of PDE may not mimic the consequences of their endogenous production at the specific sites where they are expected to produce their effects.
Lack of ATP and kinase blockers would obviously interfere with any phosphorylation process, independent of its subcellular localization. A drug like forskolin, which is presumed to activate the cyclase at its normal subcellular location, might well be able to favour IKD phosphorylation, and removal of inactivation, by increasing the local concentration of cAMP in a specific microdomain.
Such an effect would not be produced by exogenous application of cyclic nucleotides or their analogues, or by block of PDE; actually, the latter is currently seen as an efficient intracellular control mechanism not only to switch off cyclic nucleotide signals, but especially to confine them at the subcellular location where they arise.
Forskolin displayed a weaker blocking action on preparations in which the basal degree of inactivation of IKD was removed. Since any measurable action of the drug must be exerted on those K channels that respond to the depolarizing pulse (i.e. are not inactivated), there is no reasonable explanation for a loss of effect by the drug when the fraction of inactivated channels changes. A much more sensible interpretation is that the fraction of "activatable" (non-inactivated) channels as a result of removal of inactivation is larger in the presence of forskolin. Consistent with this idea, the inactivation removal coefficient (IRC, increase in IKD following the conditioning hyperpolarization) was consistently higher in forskolin. The fact that forskolin -apart from its general blocking action on K channels -enhances IKD inactivation removal is fully consistent with the need for ATP in order for the hair cell to preserve its IKD currents, and with the strong inhibition of inactivation removal by kinase blockers (Martini et al., 2013) . All these observations concur in indicating that inactivation removal depends on some phosphorylation process. Still, the overall effect of forskolin on K currents is inhibitory, because the block of the channel dominates on the facilitation of inactivation removal.
Interference with K channel function should decrease the polarizing power of the hair cell and favour depolarization-dependent calcium influx and transmitter release. Actually, as mentioned above, forskolin may also act on the transduction process through elevated intracellular cAMP (Ricci and Fettiplace, 1997) and possibly on the secretory machinery of the hair cell through enhanced phosphorylation of substrates (see below). Consistent with this expectation, both the resting and the mechanically evoked discharge of mEPSP (and spike firing) were significantly increased by forskolin.
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No effects of forskolin were observed on mEPSP average amplitude, amplitude distribution or waveform parameters, so that the action of the drug can be attributed to presynaptic effects alone. This result is in apparent contrast with the results obtained by Sokolova et al., (2006) in rat hippocampal embryonic cultures: the Authors observed an increase in excitatory postsynaptic currents, most likely through an upregulation of the postsynaptic AMPA receptors, mediated by phosphorylation via a cAMP/PKA pathway, in addition to a tiny PKA-independent direct effect; both components, however, required about 15 min to develop. Thus, different regulation of glutamate receptors between vestibular afferent and hippocampal neurons, or a too short duration of our experiments, can account for this inconsistency.
Since proper IKD activity requires intracellular ATP and both kinase blockers, H-89 and KT5823, were
shown to decrease IKD amplitude in isolated hair cells, even in the presence of high (8 mM) intracellular ATP levels (Martini et al., 2013) , it was of interest to examine whether these actions on IKD were reflected in an increase in synaptic activity.
Actually, no consistent effects could be observed. A minority of units responded with (generally minor and not significant) increases in mEPSP and/or spike discharge; conversely, the other units displayed synaptic inhibition: while the significance of such decrease was dubious for H-89, it was remarkable in amplitude and significant -both for mEPSP and spike rates -in response to KT5823. The overall picture suggests that the kinase blockers may have two opposing effects; since they reduce IKD activity and the removal of its inactivation, which should enhance hair cell excitability, it is very likely that they simultaneously interfere with the transmitter release machinery, which is well known to use phosphorylation processes to sustain itself in most preparations studied in the literature. In particular, sphingosine has recently been demonstrated to be crucial for the maintenance of hair cell functionality, both in the cochlea and in the vestibular system (Herr et al., 2007) , and to activate PKA via a cAMPindependent mechanism (Ma et al., 2005) . This pathway, which leads to phosphorylation of several substrates, is supposed to operate in our preparation as well. Sphingosine-1-phosphate has also been implied in transmitter exocytosis (Kanno et al., 2010; Chan et al., 2012) and synaptic vesicle recycling (Tu-Sekine et al., 2015) and sphingosine-1-phosphate proved able to regulate spontaneous glutamate release from mossy fibre terminals (Kanno and Nishizaki, 2011) . The phosphorylation state of synaptic vesicle proteins, vesicle recycling and/or other molecular actors in transmitter release regulation might therefore be the targets influenced by H-89 and KT5823 in producing the observed effects on transmitter release. KT5823, in particular, has been demonstrated to interfere with the SNARE complex in rat mast cells, thus potentially impairing the exocytotic step in transmitter release (Nanamori et al., 2007) . Given this multiplicity of possible targets, the reduction of the IKD current, observed in the isolated hair cell, might be offset by opposite effects on any other target in the very complex transmitter release machinery.
The inconsistent effects of kinase inhibitors tend to suggest that distinct subpopulations of hair cells might differentially respond to these drugs. We could not observe any correlation between the effect of kinase inhibitors and resting activity or responsiveness in control solutions; so, such possible subpopulations could not be told apart based on other functional properties. However, several hair cells converge onto each afferent fiber, thereby constituting a unit which may display distinct properties depending on the number and type of hair cells it includes (Taglietti et al., 1973; Honrubia et al., 1989; Russo et al., 2007) . Also, Masetto et al., (1994) reported that hair cells of different shapes are unevenly distributed in the crista ampullaris of the frog, and display differential expression of K conductance subtypes. Our own experience on isolated hair cells indicates that they display quite large variability in the expression of each kind of K conductance (Martini et al., 2009a) . A relevant observation in that paper was that the average resting membrane potential was estimated to -46 mV for the mostly clubshaped hair cells in peripheral regions of the crista, vs. -57 mV for the mostly cylindrical cells in the central region. At steady state, the availability of IKD is strongly dependent on membrane resting potential, due to the inactivation mechanism (available IKD conductance at -40 mV is about half that at -100 mV; see e.g. Martini et al., 2013; fig. 5 ). Thus, some 10 mV difference in resting membrane potential in this range may bring about large differences in that average state of inactivation of IKD, and therefore a significantly different sensitivity to manipulations of the IKD inactivation process. In particular, impairment of IKD inactivation removal by a drug is expected to be more relevant in well polarized cells. Therefore, if kinase blockers interfere both with IKD inactivation removal and with some subsequent steps in the transmitter release process, then the prevalence of either effect may well depend on the variable expression of K conductances and the resting potential of the hair cells, thereby accounting for the apparently conflicting result here reported.
Overall, the data here reported indicate that potassium currents in hair cells can be directly inhibited by forskolin, although the drug may favour -possibly by enhancing phosphorylation -the removal of IKD inactivation, which requires ATP and is sensitive to kinase blockers. However, whereas the inhibition of 24 potassium current leads to a clear increase in synaptic activity when it is produced by forskolin (an indirect activator of phosphorylation processes), inhibition of potassium currents by kinase inhibitors produces no enhancement (and possibly inhibition) of synaptic activity, pointing to the need of an active phosphorylation machinery to properly sustain transmitter release.
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was to use forskolin to further investigate the role of phosphorylation in the modulation of K channel kinetics at the frog semicircular canal hair cell, and to examine whether the changes produced by interfering with the repolarizing power of the hair cell could be directly correlated with the modulation of transmitter release at cytoneural junction.
The experiments on isolated hair cells have confirmed that the delayed potassium current (IKD)
undergoes voltage-and time-dependent inactivation, which is removed by a process that involves channel phosphorylation, as it requires intracellular ATP, is inhibited by kinase inhibitors and enhanced by forskolin, which is presumably capable of inducing cAMP production at the appropriate subcellular localization (at difference with application of exogenous cyclic nucleotides or of PDE inhibitors).
However, they also revealed a direct inhibitory action of forskolin on the same channels (consistent with the already known action of the drug on other K channels), which produces an overall decrease of the repolarizing power of the hair cell.
Consistent with the overall impairment of hair cell repolarization, application of forskolin to the intact labyrinth produces a clear cut increase in all the parameters of synaptic activity at the cytoneural junction (except quantum size that remains unaffected): EPSP and spike rates are enhanced both at rest and during mechanical activation of the posterior semicircular canal.
Since both kinase inhibitors, H-89 and KT5823, have been shown to inhibit K channel inactivation removal, and to reduce this way the repolarizing power of the hair cell, these drugs were expected to similarly potentiate synaptic transmission. Conversely, both drugs exhibited variable effects, with a possible prevalence of inhibition of EPSP and spike emission.
In conclusion, potassium channels in the hair cell appear to be directly inhibited by forskolin, while the process of inactivation removal is enhanced by forskolin and impaired by kinase inhibitors. Overall, all the three drugs here examined (forskolin, H-89 and KT5823) decrease the repolarizing power of the hair cell, but they produce markedly different effects on transmitter release in the intact preparation: enhancement when phosphorylation is favoured (forskolin), vs. variable result with prevalent inhibition when phosphorylation is impaired (kinase inhibitors). This clearly points to a role for protein phosphorylation at some intermediate steps between the control of hair cell membrane potential and transmitter release. Number of mEPSPs in three cycles 4328±689 4890±780 652±191 4210±515 § Control Ringer's solution was reapplied 10 minutes after forskolin application to investigate the reversibility of the changes.
HIGHLIGHTS
Forskolin reduces IKD size in frog semicircular canals by blocking a fraction of K channels (mainly IKCa, much less IKV).
Forskolin enhances IKD inactivation removal, suggesting that it is involved in channel phosphorylation.
The blocking action of forskolin on K channels prevails on the enhancement of inactivation removal.
The ensuing impairment of the repolarizing IKD increases transmitter release at the cytoneural junction.
H-89 and KT5823 decrease IKD size, but produce in the intact labyrinth a prevailing inhibition of transmitter release.
